
Shoulder Circle Integration at end of table session - before head integration

A. Swivel Table’s hand and lower arm from elbow. Lay hand on Table’s belly. 
Traction arm low over chest and nose and SLOWLY continue around 
making a circle in the shoulder joint. Your awareness is constantly about 
how you are asking the humeral head to rotate in the shoulder socket.  
While supporting the bent arm at all times, you are not stopping it from 
dropping down towards the table above the head as far as it is willing to 
go, You are looking for and stopping at each barrier. You are respectfully 
going around barriers that are not ready to change by making your circle 
smaller. Your second pass is to give the system a sense of improved 
ease no matter how small the circle or the change.

B.  Starting as in A, gently bring the Table’s hand to rest onto table’s forehead.  
Stool’s hand on top of table’s hand.  Stool’s other hand at table’s elbow tip 
( which is dropped approximately to the same height as the forehead, but always 
respecting first barrier.)
 Sensing into cervicals, upper thoracics, clavicles, sternum, shoulders, shoulder 
blades, slowly roll head in direction of Table’s fingertips to first barrier, then back 
to center and past it to first barrier.  You are using the table’s lower arm from the 
elbow tip to the glued hand/forehead as a gentle, comforting, safe, rod that is 
asking many normally very differentiated parts to move very little relative to 
each other, and more as a group. 
This new, and surprising (and therefore very interesting to the system), non-
differentiated move, challenges, and bring into more awareness, the parts 
involved, as well as what is connected below.

C.  Place Table’s hand on sternum. Stool’s hand on top of Table’s hand. Stool’s 
other hand behind shoulder tip (and perhaps catching tip of shoulder blade.)  
Stool simultaneously compresses shoulder anterior and diagonally toward 
sternum.  Other hand presses and follows sternum in its own path diagonally or 
down toward waist, sensing the connection between the two simultaneous 
moves. 


